OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (EXPORT),
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CUSTOMS HOUSE, NHAVA SHEVA,
DIST RAIGAD, MAHARASTRA, - 400 707.

F.No. S/12-Gen186/2008AM(X)

Date:03.04.2008.

STANDING ORDER NO. 18 /2008.

Instances have come to the notices, where in assessment groups in export Commissionerate have different practices with regards to valuation and clearance of certain commodities. All the assessing Officer posted in assessment group are instructed to be alert on valuation of sensitive commodities especially where price sources are available.

Officers posted under Import and Export Commissionerate should have uniform approach for valuation of the goods. It is further emphasized that NIDB, valuation Bulletin of Director General of valuation and internet price sources should be referred to while valuing the goods.

All valuation instruction issued by Commissioner of Customs (Import) should be followed by Export Commissionerate.
All concerned may take note of all above.

Sd/-03.04.2008

(K.L.GOYAL)

Commissioner of CUSTOMS (Export),

J.N.C.H., Mumbai II